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2. Intrcpduction to Wheeled Tooharriers 

2.1 Geographical predominance of 
siugle purpose implements 

The great majority of animal-drawn imple= 
ments in use in the world today are designed 
‘for one operation. The most common imple- 
ments are plows used for primary tillage. 
Thus in Africa there are about three million 
M&U ards in use in Ethiopia (ards or 
scratch plows are made by village artisans 
mainly of wood but generally with a simple 
steel share), and elsewhere in Africa about 
three million steel mouidboard plows are 
employed. In India, numbers of traditional 
wooden plows (ards) are put at 40 million, 
while there are seven million mouldboard 
plows in use. Comparable numbers would 
be in use in the rest of Asia, and in Latin 
America one might estimate there would be 
a total of five million plows in use, the ma- 
jority of them of steel mouldboard designs. 
Although there were many millions of ani- 
mal plows in use in Europe and North Ame- 
rica earlier this century, numbers in present 
use are well under one million. Thus an ap- 
proximate figure for the world total of ani- 
mal-drawn plows would be 100 million. 
Other implements in use are far fewer than 
this. 
Different designs of seedbed prepartition 
equipment such as harrows and levellers 
would be second on the list, but these are 
not universally used as in many countries 
two or three passes of the plow, whether 
of the ard or mouidboard design are used 
for seedbed preparation and weed control. 
In most countries seed planting is performed 
bs_r hand, and numbers of animal-drawn 

seeders would be about 0.2 million in Africa, 
S million in India and IO million worldwide. 
Weeding is usually carried out using hand- 
held implements, and the use of ariimal- 
drawn weeding cultivators would be about 
0.5 million in Africa, 2 million in India and 
5 million worldwide. Some farmers will use 
an ard, mouldboard plow or ridger for inter- 
row weeding. Animal-drawn grain haivesting 
equipment was developed in Europe and 
North America in the second half of the last 
century, but such equipment is presently 
used in very few countries. The lifting of 
groundnuts is more common, although 
world use would probably be below one mil- 
lion. Animals .are commonly used for trans- 
port, and there are about 0.2 million animal- 
drawn carts in* use in Africa, 15 million in 
use in India and 35million worldwide. 
Thus geographically most animal-drawn im- 
plements in use in the world would be classi- 
fied as single purpose tools, although they 
may have more than one function (e.g. the 
use of simple ard plows for primary/second- 
ary tillage or tillagelweeding). 

2.2 Animal-drawn equipment in 
Europe and America 

At the peak of animal power in Europe and 
North America in the first half qf the pres- 
ent century farmers used separate imple-. 
ments for plowing, harrowing, seeding, 
weeding, harvesting and transport, This is 
clearly illustrated in the nationally and inter- 
nationally circulated equipment catalogues 
of the period. In these there were very few 
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Fig. 2-1: Ridem “Sulky” plow, Massey-Harris Catalogue, 1927. (Source: Institute of Agricultural History, 
R&ding). 

examples of multipurpose equipment, and 
the different manufacturers sold hundreds of 
thousands of single purpose implements at 
this time. 
In the first half of this century there were 
several examples of wheeled weeding/culti- 
vating implements to which could be fitted a 
selection of different tines. These had steel 
wheels and either straight axles or stub axles 
supporting a frame on which different com- 
binations of tines could be mounted. Some 
of these were developed to allow several dif- 
ferent secondary tillage operations. For 
example the British “Martins Patent Culti- 
vator” of 1920 (fitted with an operator’s 
seat) could be used as a three furrow ridger 
and the Canadian Massey Harris cultivator of 
1927 could be used for inter-row weeding, 
full-width weeding and root-crop lifting. In 
Germany and Switzerland multipurpose ani- 
mal-drawn implements known as “Vielfach- 
gertit” spread to a limited extent between 
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about 1910 and 1950 (I-I. Binswanger, perso- 
nal communication, 1986). These steel- 
wheeled cultivators, such as the “Hassia Mod- 
el 54” manufactured by Troster in Ger- 
may, were ‘not ride-on implements, but 
were steerable from behind and could carry 
out a range of secondary cultivation opera- 
tions including weeding, punching holes for 
potato planting and root-crop lifting. Seeder 
units could be fitted, but they were not used 
for primary cultivation (plowing) or for 
transport. 
As the history of agricultural equipment is 
full af small scale ,initiatives, there may well 
have been earlier attempts to develop multi- 
purpose implements for a wider range of 
activities. If such prototypes were developed 
they did not diffuse successfully for it is 
clear from historical records that the most 
common and successful animal-drawn imple- 
ments have been designed for specific opera- 
tions 



Fig. 2-2: Ride-on “Sulky” plow pulled by three horses in United States, from International Harvesttir 
logue, 1920. (Photo: Institute of Agricultural History, Reading). 

Cata- 

Historically plowmen have walked behind 
their plow guiding it. However in the latter 
part of the 19th century and in the first half 
of the present century there was a tendency 
in Europe and North America to design 
plowing, weeding and harvesting equipment 
that provided a seat for the operator above 
the working implement. For example “sul- 
ky” plows were ride-on single mouldboard 
plows. These were generally used with sever- 
al large horses. They had two steel wheels, 

but unlike the straight axle multipurpose 
cultivators, the wheels were usually .offset. 
These implements were easier to transport 
to the fields than conventional mouldboard 
plows, and the seat provided some operator 
comfort, but they required strong animals 
and were more expensive than conventional 
equipment. 
With the development of tractors, ride-on 
farming operations became standard but 
farmers continued to use separate ,u-nple- 
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Fig. 2-3: Multipurpose’ animal-drawn wheeled cul- 
tivator in Massey-Harris Catalogue, 1927. a) Two- 
row weeder. b) Root lifter. c) Tine cultivator. 
(Source: Institute of Agricultural History, Read- 
ing). . 

ments for different tasks. In the early stages 
of tractor development similar equipment 
was pulled either by a team of large horses, 
or by a tractor. However around 1920- 1930 
toolbars were developed for the front, side 
and rear of tractors to which different im- 
plements could be attached. During the 
period 1930 to 1960 several manufacturers 
sold multipurpose toolbars for use with 
various tractors. The use of rear toolbars be- 
came common and was combined with the 
use of standard three-point linkages. This 
system had particular advantages for com- 
bining depth control during working opera- 
tions with ease of transport to the field. 
It was from this tractor-based concept of 
a toolbar combined with ride-on equipment 
that the idea of animal-drawn toolcarriers 
appears to have been developed. Some early 
implements were designed in such a way that 
they could be modified for use either with 
animals or with a tractor. Most early workers 
in the field strongly emphasised the clear 
tractor analogy (they were called bullock 
tractors in India) and stressed that these im- 
plements would assist in the rapid transition 
to full tractorization (Labrousse, 1958; Chal- 
mers and Marsden, 1962; Khan, 1962; Con- 
stantinesco, 1964; Willcocks, 1969; Nolle, 
undated). 

Fig. 2-4: Vielfachgedt Model “Hassia 54” fitted 
with attachment for making hales fix planting po- 
tatoes. (Troster cataloguc, 195 7). 



Fig. 2-5: Martin’s Patent Cultivator Btted with ridging bodies, 1920. (Photo: Institute of Agricultural 
History, Reading). 
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Fig. 2-6: Toolbar with ridging bodies on a John Deere tractor, 1938. (Photo: Institute of Agicultural 
History, Reading). 

2.3 Pioneering work on wheeled tool- 
carriers 

While there have been many different de- 
signs of multipurpose wheeled toolcarriers 
developed in five continents in the past thir- 
ty years, there have been three main centres 
of promotion and development: France, Brit- 
ain and India. Prototypes and production 
models from these countries have been dis- 
tributed throughout the developing world 
and have often been the basis of modified 
designs for local production. * 
During the 1950s there were several research- 
ers working independently on multipur- 
pose implements for use with horses on 
French farms (Pousset, 1982). However, 
much of the pioneering work on toolcarriers 
was carried out in Africa by the French agri- 
cultural engineer Jean Nolle, who has recent- 
ly published a detailed and semi-autobiogra- 
phical account of his innovations during the 
period 1955 to 1985 (Nolle, 1986). Nolle 
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attempted to develop his three principles of 
simplicity of design, multipurpose use and 
standardization of components into a philo- 
sophy to which he later gave the acronym 
MAMATA (Machinisme Agricole Moderne 
a Traction Animale). 

Jean Nolle’s first design developed in Sene- 
gal in 1955. “Le Polyculteur Lbger” incor- 
porated many of the the characteristics 
found in present day wheeled toolcarriers. 
It comprised a metal chassis and drawbar 
supported on two wheels with pneumatic 
tyres. There was an operator’s seat and a 
handle for raising or lowering the imple- 
ments that included a mouldboard plow, 
up to three seeders, flexible tines, ground- 
nut lifter, harrow and ridger. A platform 
could be fitted to make the toolcarrier 
into a cart. As will become apparent, this 
first design made in Senegal was the ba$is 
for many more designs in subsequent 
years. 



Fig. 2-7: “Polyculteur AttelP, Nolle” from publicity leaflet c. 1962. 

In the late 1950s there wa’s no large agricul- 
tural implement factory in Senegal (this was 

wheeled toolcarriers were shipped from 
France to Senegal and many other countries. 

established in the early 1960s) and French 
manufacturers, notably Socibte Mouzon, 
were quick to see a potential mar.ket. Thus 
the first large-scale production of Nolle’s 
polyculteur design was in France, and 

Having left Senegal in 1960, Jean Nolle tra- 
velled extensively in Africa, Asia and Latin 
America and continued to expand his range 
of designs. _ In the early 1960s he worked on 
a series of more complicated toolcarriers de- 

Fig. 2-8: Noile Hippomobile used as “Sulky”’ plow in France, 196 1. (Photo: Jean Nolie). 
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.,’ ” signed to be pulled by up to three horses, 
:.. ‘primarily ‘for use in France. Prototypes were .’ ‘/ known as “hippomobiles” and a total of 

fitity toolcarriers derived from this design 
were manufa&ured by the French company 
Mouzon under the acronym AVTRAC. 

,. These had tractor style three-point linkages 
that could carry a range of implements in- 
cluding reversible plows. 
From I962 and 1963 following visits to 
Madagascar and Uganda, Noile de.reloped the 
“Tropicultor” which was to be his most im- 
portant design ‘of wheeled toolcarrier and 
one that he was continually to modify and 
refine during the, next twenty years. This 
wheeled toolcarrier was initially called the 
Tropiculteur, but Nolle himself changed this 
to Tropicultor, a name designed to be inter- 
national and more acceptable to speakers of 
English and Spanish. The principles of the 
Tropicultor were similar to his previous de- 
signs, and they could take a wide range of 
up to twenty different implements, inclu- 
ding plows, seeders, cultivation tines, 
groundnut lifters and ridgers. They could all 
be used as basic carts, and some were modi- 
fied for specialist applications such as log- 
ging, pesticide application and even (using 
a petrol motor) for mowing and harvesting. 
The Tropicultor had a chassis of tubular 
steel bowed upwards to give high ground 
clearance for weeding operations. The Tro- 
picultor had independently adjustable 
wheels, a &able, adjustable bar for tool 
attachment and a metal drawbar with ad- 
justabie angle (Nolle, 1.986). The Tropi- 
cultor and its derivatives became the most 
widely manufactured design of wheeled tool- 
carrier, accounting for over half of world 
sale& 
In 1982 Jean Nolle refined his Tropicultor 
concept still further, and qreated the “Poly 
nol”, which incorporated several design 
improvements on the Tropicultor and could 
take thirty different implements. However 
this more expensive version of the Tropicul- 

tor was not commercially successful, and 
only thirty were sold by Mouzon between 
1982 and 1987. 
Derivatives of Nolle’s early work have now 
been commercially manufactured in France 
for thirty years and due to Nolle himself, the 
manufacturers, the agricultural engineering 
centre for tropical countries (CEEMAT) and 
many bilateral and multilateral aid projects, 
France became the primary focal point ;A 
the history of wheeled toolcarriers. Jean 
Nolle himserf has carried out development 
and advisory work in 72 countries. 
Nolle (198s) observed that the English had 
been quicker to realize the significance of his 
innovative Polyculteur design than the 
French. Certainly in 1958, only a few years 
after Nolle’s early work in this field, the Na- 
tional Institute of Agricultural Engineering 
(NIAE) in Britain started work on its own 

! design of wheeled toolcarrier. NIAE (now 
known as “AFRC-Engineering”, the Insti- 
tute of Engineering’Research of the Agricul- 
ture and Food Research Council) subse- 
quently became the second world focal 
point of wheeled toolcarrier development, 
and continued to be closely associated with 
this technology for the next twenty five 
years. The NIAE toolcarrier. (sometimes 
known as ADT .- an~al-drawn toolbar) had 
some basic similarities with the Nolle designs 
in that it also comprised a steel chassis and 
drawbar supported on pneumatic tyres, that 
could be converted for use as a cart. There 
was an operator’s seat and a pivoting tool- 
bar that could be raised and lowered, onto 
which was attached a variety of cultivation 
equipment. The objective of the NIAE 
design was to provide rca simple means for a 
gradual breakaway from .hand work and tra- 
ditional implements” that would “help the 
farmer to become toolbar minded and even- 
tually ready for full mechanization” (Chal- 
mers and Marsden, 1962; Willcocks, 1969). 
In the early development stage NIAE con- 
sidered putting emphasis on the use of single 
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Fig. 2-9: The divemty of opxations of the Tropicultor (Mouzon brochure, c. 1978). 



Fii. 2-10: NIAE ADT wheeled toolcarrier (Will- 
cocks, 1969). 

purpose implements, but this was rejected 
in favour of the wheeled toolcarrier concept 
whish it was felt would encourage the dril- 
ling of crops in pa&Ye1 rows, thereby esta- 

blishing the principles and practices asso- 
ciated with sophisticated machinery (Will- 
cocks, 1969). 
Prototypes of the ,NIAE toolcarrier were 
tasted in Uganda and Tanzania in 1960 and 
an early version was demonstrated at a Com- 
monwealth Directors of Agriculture confe- 
rence in 1961. As a result of this demonstra- 
tion, NT&E re$e.sr& reports and publicity re- 
lating to the “French” designs, small num- 
bers of toolcarriers commercially manufac- 
tured in Britain under trade names such as 
Aplos and Kenmore were sent to many de- 
veloping countries in the 1960s and 1970s. 
The main thrust of research and develop- 
ment on the NIAE toolcarrier itself occurred 
in the early 1960s and a report of this work 
was published by NIAE in 1969 (Willcocks, 

Fig, 2-11: NIAE toolcarrbr with SISIS seeder, fitted with shafts designed for single animal use in Latin 
America, Silsoe, U.K. 1976. (Photo: AFRC-Engineering archives;. 



1969). Subsequent involvement of NIAE 
staff at Silsoe in the U.K. in the late 1960s and 
early 1970s was limited to the intermittent 
developTent and testing of a range of tool- 
carrier attachments including plows, rfdgers, 
harrows, weeders, sprayers and several types 
of seeder. In addition to its research and de- 
velopment functions, the Overseas D&ion 
of NIAE assisted with technical advice to 
relevant projects supported by British Aid 
(ODA), and in this capacity NXAE staff were 
associated with the evaluation of wheeled 
toolcarriers in several developing countries. 
During the 1960s and early 1970s about 900 
toolcarriers based on the NIAE design were 
exported to The Gambia and much smaller 
numbers were sent to about 25 countries in 
Africa, Asia and Latin America including 
Brazil, Chde, Costa Rica, Ethiopia, India, 
Kenya, Malawi, Mexico, Nigeria, Pakistan, 
Tanzania, Thailand, Uganda and Yemen. 
Subsequently NTAE collaborated with the 
International Crops Research Institute for 
the Semi-Arid Tropics (ICRISAT) in the pro- 
duction of a completely ne:v design of 
wheeled toolcarrier. This new ‘toolcarrier is 
generally known as the Nikart, although offi- 
cially this is just the name of the version ma- 
nufactured near ICRISAT’s headquarters in 
India. 
At about the same time as the initial French 
and British initiatives, some original Indian 
designs of toolcarrier were developed and 
entrepreneurs started to manufacture them 
(Khan, 1962; CEEMAT, 1964). While early 
models were not commercially successful, 
research and development on different de- 
signs continued in India. Later, when the 
technical, financial and promotional re- 
sources of a major international research 
centre (ICRISAT) working with both Jean 
Nolle and NIAE were channelled into wheeled 
toolcarriers in India, local factories were 
able to benefit and to export toolcarriers from 
India to other developing regions. Thus 
India has been the third main focus for 

research, development and manufacture of 
wheeled toolcarriers. 

2.4 The development of simpler 
toolbars 

Soon after Jean Nolle had designed his Poly 
culteur in Senegal in 1955, it was clear to 
him that while the wheeled toolcarrier 
would be suitable for larger farms, of say 
10 ha, that had strong animals, the majority 
of farms in Senegal were smaller, and many 
only had the power of one donkey. Thus 
although he described it as a regression in 
technology, in the late 1950s Nolle designed 
a simple longitudinal implement which he 
called the Houe Sine. This was in many ways 
similar to a plow in design, with a single 
depth wheel, a hitch for attaching the trac- 
tion chain and a steel beam. Various simple 
cultivation or weeding shares could be 
clamped to the toolbar, and also a fertilizer 
applicator. After some time, Nolle became 
aware that his original Houe Sine design was 
being used simply as a single purpose weed- 
ing implement, which was against one of his 
major principles of “polyvalence” or multi- 
purpose use. Thus in the early 1960s Nolle 
worked on diversifying the Houe Sine, giving 
it a T-frame, with a small transverse toolbar 
at the end of its longitudinal beam, to which 
could be attached a plow body, ridger, discs, 
cultivating tines or a ground.nut lifter. Al- 
though the HOW Sine has been continually 
evolving, the principles of its design have 
rem;ined unchanged since the early 1960s 
and ther: include the simple longitudinal 
toolframe with a variety of attachments and 
the standardization of components such as 
clamps. Comparable toolbars include the 
heavier Arara, the lighter Houe Occidentale 
and several designs developed by the British 
engineer Alan Stokes such as the Unibar, the 
Anglebar and the Pecotool. 
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Fig. 2-12: A “simple toolbar” (SISCOMA Houe Sine) fitted with cultivating tines, with alternative attach- 
ments of groundnut lifter, earthing body and mouldboard plow. (Photo: P.H. Starkey). 

2.5 Distinction between wheeled tool- 
carriers and simple toolbars 

Although the Houe Sine and comparable im- 
plements are multipurpose toolbars, they are 
very different in operation, weight and price 
to the wheeled toolcarrier. However, as will 
become clear in subsequent sections, there 
has’been considerable confusion, particularly 
in the English literature, between simple 
toolbars and wheeled toolcarriers. Both have 
been referred to a;3 “multipurpose toolbars” 
and often they have been put together in 
statistics, with the result that misleading 

Fig. 2-13: Definitions: a) simple toolbar b) inter- 
mediate toolframe c) wheeled toolcarrier. 
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Fig. 2-14: A range of three “toolbars” made in Brazil: Policultor 300 (simple toolbar); Policultor 600 
(intermediate toolframe); Policultor 1500 (wheeled toolcarrier). (CEMAG, undated). 
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conclusions have been drawn. In French, a 
clear distinction was made between the large 
Y!oiyculteur” wheeled toolcarriers and the 
smaller “Multiculteur” toolbars such as the 
Houe Sine (CEEMAT, 197 1 j. Unfortunately 
no clear distinguishing definitions have been 
adopted in English. Therefore in the follow- 
ing analysis the term “wheeled toolcarrier” 
will be used to describe the “Polyculteur” 
type of implement, which is generally based 
on a transverse chassis, two wheels and a 
long beam. The term “simple toolbar” will 

be used to describe the lighter multipurpose 
implements based on a longitudinal beam, 
known in French as Multiculteurs. 

Although there is a very clear difference 
between the heavy wheeled toolcarrier and 
the lighter simple toolbar, there have been 
some intermediate designs, starting in the 
late 1950s with Jean Nolle’s Houe Mourn, 
I weeder and groundnut lifter. In ‘1961 this 
was developed into the Ariana, which has 
the general appearance of two parallel Houe 
Sine toolbars joined to form a rectangular 
frame. The Ariana resembles the Houe Sine 
in many respects, particularly as (in accor- 
dance with Nolle’s principle of standardiza- 
tion) many of the components, including 
twin depth wheels, implement attachments 
and clamps are of the same design. Also it is 

Fig. 2-15: An “intermediate toolframe”. This prototype from The Gambia is similar to the Ariana (Photo: 
P.H. Starkey). 
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designed to be pulled by a traction chain and 
to be steered from behind and it is not con- 
vertible to a cart. However it does share 
some of the characteristics of the wheeled 
toolcarrier as it is heavier, more expensive 
and more difficult to manoeuvre than a 
simple toolbar, and it ?.oes allow for multi- 
ple row seeding and weeding. Intermediate 
implements such as the Ariana are not as im= 
portant, in this discussion, as ei&er the 
simpler or the more complicated models. 
Although more intermediate implements 
have been made in the past twenty-five years 
than wheeled toolcarriers (about 15 000 
Ariana-type implemeqts compared with 
10 000 wheeled toolcarhlers), they have not 
had either the adoption success of the simple 
toolbars (over 350000 Houe Sine type tool- 
bars sold worldwide), nor the promotional 
efforts that research centres and develop- 
ment agencies have given to the wheeled 
toolcarriers. A certain small element of con- 
fusion relates to them in national statistics, 
as they are sometimes included with the 
wheeled toolcarriers and sometimes with the 
simpler toolbars. In the following discussion 

they will be referred to as “intermediate” 
type toolframes, and they will not generally 
be considered with the wheeled toolcarriers. 

2.6 The three phases of wheeled tool; 
carrier development 

The developmental history of wheeled tool- 
carriers has been a continuous process, but 
it seems convenient to consider it in three 
main evolutionary stages. The first stage is 
represented mainly by a few early initiatives 
in Africa from 195s to 1975 supported by 
French and British technical cooperation. 
During this same period there were also 
some attempts to develop wheeled toolcar- 
riers for farmers in France (Pousset, 1982), 
Poland (Kosakiewicz and Orlikoswski, 1966) 
and India (Gtirg and Devnani, 1983), but 
these programmes did not appear to have sig- 
nificant impact either in their own countries 
or elsewhere. During this first phase small 
numbers of wheeled toolcarriers manufac- 
tured in Britain and France were also tested 
in Latin America and Asia. 

Fig. 2-16: Designed in 1962, modified by ICRISAT, and promoted worldwide, the Tropicultor spans all 
phases of development. Here seen with seeder and fertilizer distributer at ICRISAT Centre, 1985, (Photo: 
P.H. Starkey). 
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,-, ; The second aevelopmental $hase started in significant sums of money assisting national ~ 
! : ‘“-.. ,. India in”1974 wheh the International Crops programmes in at least thirty countries in 

i, .1 Research Institute for the Semi-Arid Tropics Africa, Asia and Latin America to test or 
,, (ICRISAT) staited a major research pro- @ornote wheeled toolcarriers. While there 

gramme- using wheeled toolcarriers, .drawing have been attempts to develop toolcarriers 
on existing French, British and Indian de- suited to smallholder farmers in Britain (Bar- 
signs. The research station tdls were very ton, iireanrenaud and Gibboh, 1982) and 

. encouraging, and reports be;ame ticreasing- France (Morin, 19&Q, most of the effort 
ly optimistic between 1975 and 1981. 0~ has been directed at the Third World. In 
timistic reports have confmued to emanate 
from ICRISAT up to dre present. time. 

early 1987 there were development workers 
in at least twenty different countries actively 

These together with complementary reports. *engaged in evqluating or promoting this tech- 
from organizations in Britain and France, nology. 
have encouraged the third stage of wheeled 
toolcairier development - the wider inter= In the following chapters case histories from 
national evaluation of this technology, all three phases are reviewed in as tiuch de- 
This third phase at present spans the years tail as practicable. Then some generalizations 
1976 to 1987, and at the time of writing this arising ‘from the case histories are discussed, 
text was continuing largely unabated. @rring and finally potential lessons from wheeled 
these last ten yeati an increasing nuqber of toolcarrier development and promotion are 
bilateral and multilateral donors dispersed highlighted. 
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